We have selected some of the finest South African Craft Gins
to create these Gin Specialities.

The Alchemist 84

Double Six Dogs Blue Gin served with Chinchona Premium Indian Tonic and perfectly
finished off with fresh strawberries and a mint sprig. Watch the alchemy unfold as the Gin
and Tonic blend in the glass.

The Tigers Eye 79

Double Blind Tiger Gin served with Chinchona Premium Indian Tonic, orange wedge and
a sprig of fresh mint as the finishing touch.

Sugarbird 87

Double Wilderer Gin served with Chinchona Premium Indian Tonic and beautifully
complemented with star anise, fresh coriander and lemon zest.

The Pink Mermaid 81

Double Musgrave Pink Gin served with Chinchona Premium Indian Tonic, elegantly adorned
with peppercorns, cucumber ribbon and rosemary.

Bloody Paradise 79

Double Bloedlemoen Gin served with Chinchona Premium Indian Tonic and perfectly
served with ruby grapefruit and fresh basil leaves.

High Tea 75

Double New Harbour Rooibos Gin served with Fitch & Leedes Ginger Ale, dressed with
cinnamon bark, lemon zest and a splash of honey.

Craft Gin Selection

Be creative and build your own GnT with these fine Craft Gins & Premium Tonics, all served
with its recommended garnish.

Six Dogs Blue Gin 37

Six Dogs Blue is the most royal of gins. It derives its striking colour from the blue pea
flower, an antioxidant and aphrodisiac in traditional medicine. The alchemy of this
unusual botanical is further revealed when the gin is mixed with a good tonic or fresh
lemon changing the colour to light pink. Its a party Gin, a touch of magic. This classic
dry gin is further enhanced through the addition of rose pelargonium.

Blind Tiger Gin 35

This international triple gold award winning Gin is crafted in KZN in small batches. Copper
Pot-stilled and infused with juniper, coriander, angelica, passion flower and lemongrass. On
the palate Blind Tiger is smooth, full bodied with an ever so slight sweetness. Leading to
a fresh and vibrant citrus finish.

Wilderer Fynbos Gin 39

Produced in harmony with nature. This unique gin is carefully crafted from a special selection
of fynbos botanicals, roots and spices, including wild dagga, honeybush, buchu and devils
claw that makes this Cape Gin a true South African Speciality.

Musgrave Pink Gin 36

Musgrave Gin is born out of the flavours and history of Africa and its ancient spice route.
A Spicy gin with African ginger, grains of paradise and hints of cardamom delicately
perfumed with rosehip and rose water.

Bloedlemoen Gin 35

Bloedlemoen (Blood Orange)  as the name suggests, a Gin distilled with the unique
botanical flavours of the blood orange. The nose is led by orange notes, light juniper and
spicy floral tones.

New Harbour Rooibos Gin 34

Distilled using a modern technique called vapour infusion. A Colourful New Western Dry
style Gin with a light juniper taste combined with a smooth almond mouth feel, lingering
orange and rooibos aftertaste.

Premium Tonic Selection
Barker & Quin Finest Indian Tonic 26, Barker & Quin Hibiscus Tonic 24
Barker & Quin Indian Tonic Lite 24, Chinchona Premium Indian Tonic 19
Chinchona Ruby Grapefruit Tonic 19, Fitch & Leedes Indian Tonic 16
Fitch & Leedes Rose & Cucumber Tonic 16

Locally

Lagers
Jack Black Brewers Lager (340ml) 5% 36

A flagship Pre-Prohibition style lager is inspired by the all malt beers of the early 1900s. This
traditional full bodied lager achieves great balance between hop bitterness & malt sweetness.
It delivers a crisp and refreshing taste that never disappoints.

Devils Peak Lager (340ml) 4% 35

A lager created as an ode to the traditional lagers of Germany. Brewed with the famous noble
Hallertauer Mittelfruh, we have looked to the past to bring you the future of beer in South Africa.
This is not lager as you know it, but lager as it should be.

Stellenbrau Craven Craft Lager (340ml) 4.5% 37

Voted top lager at the Global Craft Beer Awards in Berlin in 2014, this light golden-coloured
beer features a well attenuated body and a perfect degree of noble hop bitterness.It has
a rich foamy head and easy drinking character. A rich malt aftertaste completes this lager to
perfection.

Pilsners
CBC Pilsner (440ml) 5.2% 44

Cape Brewing Company sources only the best aroma hops in the world which lends the CBC
Pilsner its unique hoppy aroma and unique exquisite bitterness. CBC pilsner is brewed in the
style of lager that delivers a smooth satisfying body and enjoyable bitter finish.

Jack Black Keller Pilsner (340ml) 5% 36

A naturally unfiltered Pilsner is direct from the cellar, or KELLER, as its known in Germany.
This beers got some serious depth of character while holding true to a classic beer style. A
white foam head and tight bubbled mousse give way to smooth unfiltered goodness. Crisp,
spicy and aromatic with a balanced flavour and mouth feel, followed by a clean finish.

Ales
Robsons Hammer of Thor (500ml) 8.3% 50

A Hard hitting Old Pale Ale, this beer impresses with its malty-sweet caramel aromas. Slightly
cloudy, with a rich, dark golden colour and a strong fruity after-taste. If you like IPAs or strongerflavoured craft beers, then try this beer yesterday! Seasoned drinker or not, Hammer of Thor is
not for the faint hearted, but thats exactly why we love it!!

Devils Peak Kings Blockhouse IPA (340ml) 6% 38

Its a decidedly bitter and fruit driven beer with huge flavour and aromatics. This is Devils
Peak flagship craft beer and not only is it rated as one of South Africas best IPA crafts by
taste Masters but also by pretty much everyone who samples its bold hoppiness. A truly
delicious beer!!

That Blonde Ale (440ml) 4% 44

Gets its Blonde name from the gold, light colour it portrays. That Blonde is a perfect
sessionable beer for those long summer days. Has a refreshing crisp finish that keeps making
you go back for more.

Devils Peak First Light Golden Ale (340ml) 4.5% 36

Light in body, with a good balance between the hops and malts. Golden in colour, fruity aroma
with floral, melony and tropical fruit characteristics derived from the hops used. This is an
approachable, easy drinking session ale  the perfect beer companion for any occasion.
Once youve had one, youll be hooked!

Jack Black Skeleton Coast IPA (440ml) 6.6% 48

The Skeleton Coast is the treacherous coastline that contours Southwest Africa. Feared by
seafarers, these Gates of Hell were a rite of passage for those ships bound for India via Cape
Town, many of which sailed with precious IPA cargo  beer brewed with extra hops and malt
to withstand this epic journey. Dry hopping highlights powerful citrus, floral and earthy aromas.

Weissbiers
CBC Amber Weiss (440ml) 5.4% 46

Hands-down, this is the best Hefeweizen in the country!!
Brewed down in the Cape with the finest ingredients, this true German-style Craft Amber Weissbier
is a creamy pint thats fruity and satisfyingly aromatic, with banana ester and a slight hint of
clove in the finishing.

Darling Brew Bone Crusher (330ml) 5.2% 38

A bottled conditioned frosted Wit Beer with a distinctive candied orange nose. Edgy but
utterly refreshing in taste with all the spicy richness and finishes, leaving a pleasant lingering
bitterness on the palate.

Stouts
That Black Stout (440ml) 4.1% 44

This beautiful locally brewed medium bodied stout, has the perfect balance of bitter and
sweet with roast and coffee notes. The easy drinking character of this stout makes it suitable
for all climates and occasions.
Check out our Craft Fridge in the Bar for Bottled Crafts
that arent on the Menu.

